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A Service to the

NATION
Little did the organizers of the first National
Youth Science Camp in 1963 know they were
creating an institution that would shape
generations of scientists. Now for the first time
the camp has a permanent home.
WRITTEN BY PAM KASEY
PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE NATIONAL YOUTH SCIENCE FOUNDATION
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Nuttallburg, one of the nation’s
best-preserved examples of an
early coal mining town, is a hidden
gem that is now protected and
promoted as part of the New River
Gorge National River.
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A

black-and-white photograph
from July 1964 pictures a young
Neil Armstrong. Not quite 35,
yet professorial, the crew-cut
astronaut wears a cardigan, white
button-down shirt, and narrow
black tie. He gestures with a
chalkboard eraser as he explains
a point. On the board behind him, he’s drawn a round
Earth at the left and a smaller round moon with a
crescent face at the right; between them, a smooth
figure-eight swoops from the Earth toward the Moon,
circling it before heading back home. We can imagine
Armstrong added this detail last of all: two small
curves representing touchdown and lift-off from the
moon’s lit surface.
Armstrong’s talk took place in the middle of a green
at Camp Pocahontas in Pocahontas County, West
Virginia. He was showing 100 recent high school
graduates at the second annual National Youth Science
Camp how NASA planned to put men on the moon. It
must have been thrilling.
Five years later, just a week before Apollo 11 launched,
Armstrong telegrammed the seventh annual camp on the
crew’s behalf. “We wish we had your future,” he wrote.
The futures of those aspiring scientists shone. They
were, after all, among the nation’s most promising. The
National Youth Science (NYS) Camp, first held in 1963 as
part of West Virginia’s centennial celebration, invites each
state to choose two outstanding “delegates” for a monthlong immersion with practicing scientists. The camp was
intended in part to update perceptions of West Virginia,
so it was sited near the impressive new National Radio
Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) at Green Bank. At the
same time, a camp setting would let teens from the nation’s
varied landscapes enjoy West Virginia’s stunning natural
environment. The one-time event turned out so good, it
continued for 20 years as a state-funded program and has
flourished for another 33 through grants and donations.
The NYS Camp inhabits Camp Pocahontas for just a
month each year, with the organizing NYS Foundation’s
year-round fundraising and administrative activities
taking place at offices in Charleston. But now, a halfcentury in, a permanent home in the woods will let the
program spread its wings.

Science in the Wide Outdoors

The Centennial Commission’s choice of Camp
Pocahontas, built by the Civilian Conservation Corps in
the 1930s, rather than the college campus setting where
science camps typically take place, made for some odd
juxtapositions. “They brought in an IBM computer on a
semi-trailer truck and they set it up outside, that first year,”
laughs Andrew Blackwood, a 1990s presenter on web
programming, a 2000s camp director, and now executive
director of the NYS Foundation. “They had punch card
readers inside where they would teach the delegates how
to program this computer.” The organizers brought in
working scientists: Astronaut Scott Carpenter, astronomer
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Frank Drake and his NRAO colleagues, and scientists
spanning biology, chemistry, engineering, archaeology,
geology, and aeronautics. And they built in lots of
recreation.
The month of camp has always had a varied flow to
it. Delegates and “staph”—so-called because of their
“infectious” enthusiasm—meet early for outdoor activities.
Breakfast at 8:30, lecture by a practicing scientist about
9, then Directed Study from 10:45 to noon. “Directed
Studies are opportunities for students to work alongside a
practicing STEM (science, technology, engineering, and
math) professional—a scientist, a doctor, an engineer—in
small groups,” Blackwood explains. Over three days,
delegates learn about real science careers. They also get
their hands dirty. “We’ve had a surgeon who would bring
human cadaver arms donated to medical science, and he
would teach the delegates how to do surgical procedures on
real human arms—something that is outside a high school
student’s typical experience. These kinds of experiences
really humanize science and mathematics.”
Over the same three days, other delegates explore the
region through activities like rock climbing, mountain
biking, or caving. Light afternoon seminars at camp range
widely—magic, sign language—and evenings include
science lectures. And every third day, everyone goes on
an overnight hiking and backpacking trip in groups of 10.
A four-day trip to Washington, D.C., includes a science
policy panel discussion at the American Association for the
Advancement of Science headquarters and a luncheon with
U.S. senators.
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Over rocks and underground, from
telescope to microscope, National
Youth Science Camp delegates at Camp
Pocahontas have always gotten a vast
range of experience of the natural world.
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The NYS Camp doesn’t just expose kids to the geewhiz of science—it helps these driven, college-bound nearadults choose the right science for them. One delegate had
won the Massachusetts state science fair with a working
plasma rocket engine and planned to become a rocket
scientist, Blackwood says, but anatomy-focused Directed
Studies pointed him toward biomedical engineering,
and he now works on devices that replace lost limbs. A
delegate from Arizona planned to be an electrical engineer
but, today, serves as procurement manager providing
services to ExxonMobil. She credits the NYS Camp with
showing her opportunities for women in industry, and she
networked her camp contacts to chart a new career path.
Rudolph Tanzi, one of Time magazine’s 100 most
influential people in 2015, was a Rhode Island delegate in
1976. He’d expected to become an ophthalmologist—a
clinician. “I initially didn’t have a whole lot of interest in
research,” he says. “But the camp was the first time I was
exposed to lectures by actual scientists, like Isidore Adler
from NASA—in particular, his talk about trying to find
evidence of bacteria and life on other planets. Something
clicked right around that time at camp that (research)
was really fun and cool and it might be something I’d
like to do.” Tanzi decided, based in part on his NYS
Camp experience, to major in microbiology. Now a
chaired professor of Neurology at Harvard University
and director of the Genetics and Aging Research Unit at
Massachusetts General Hospital, he is a leading figure in
identifying the genes connected with Alzheimer’s disease
and potential therapies.
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The NYS Camp’s outdoor setting is not just
recreational, but deeply synergistic. “You’re getting
intensive lectures about biology and geology, and there
you are in the middle of the woods, experiencing it,”
Tanzi says. “You get lectures on astronomy and the
stars, and then, at night, the stars are never brighter
than what you see over that camp. You get the
emotional impact of nature and the science to go with
it—it’s a very powerful combination.”
Camp Pocahontas has been beloved. But “it was 30
years old in the ’60s when we started, and it’s now 80
years old,” Blackwood says. “And STEM learning has
changed drastically over the years: The expectation is
that you’ve got modern facilities, computer networks,
technology throughout.”

A Permanent Home

In 2015, the foundation acquired two modern,
environmentally designed buildings just outside
Davis, the former headquarters of the Canaan Valley
Institute, on 150 acres straddling the Blackwater River.
Facilities include teaching and research laboratories, a
tiered computer lecture hall, and broadband wifi. The
renamed National Youth Science Center makes hightech and year-round programming possible.
The foundation’s first expansion will be to spin out
the NYS Camp’s signature Directed Studies component
into a standalone program at two levels. Ultimately the
resulting Youth Science Discovery Experience (YSDE)
is planned as a five-to-10-day exploration. But to start,
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Built in 2009 at a
cost of nearly $20
million, the ”green”
facility the National
Youth Science
Camp acquired in
2015 brings the
operation from
a 1930s-vintage
site to hightech teaching,
laboratory, and
conference space.

a Friday-through-Sunday YSDE “Field Trip” version
will be offered to West Virginia middle schoolers
starting in fall 2016.
“Students will go to a field trip destination—it
might be a project that’s doing stream restoration or
alternative energy, or maybe it’s out on a natural gas
pipeline project,” Blackwood says. At Saturday evening
roundtable discussions, STEM professionals will talk
about their educations and careers. Students will spend
Sundays in “maker spaces,” working with technology like
microcontrollers, robotics, 3-D printers, and computer
aided design. “We’re really excited about this because it
uses 21st century skills that are going to be important for
getting students college- and career-ready.”
The foundation is funded so far to host 20 groups
of 12 plus two teachers per group over the coming
year. Support has come through the West Virginia
Department of Commerce, the Jeanne G. Hamilton
and Lawson W. Hamilton, Jr. Family Foundation, and
natural gas producer EQT. “That’s a public agency, a
private nonprofit foundation, and an energy company—a
key collection of partners investing in STEM education,”
Blackwood notes.

“We now have more than 5,300 alumni around the country
and around the world,” Blackwood says.
The camp is, indeed, “a service to the nation,” as the
NYS Foundation often says. Unlike just about any other
content-rich science and technology experience, the NYS
Camp is offered free to participants—even transportation
is covered. “We did some research in 2002-03 and found
programs that charged $5,000 a week to attend a science
camp,” Blackwood says. “It sets us apart, and West
Virginia (still a major funder) should be commended for
that investment.”
The valuable role the NYS Camp plays in delegates’
lives can be seen through the ongoing involvement of and
financial support from alumni, many hundreds of whom
have given generously in the past year alone.
And just as originally intended, the camp generates a
new crop of enthusiastic ambassadors for the state each
year, Blackwood says. “I’m a lifelong West Virginian and
it makes me so proud when, at the end of the camp, these
kids who probably knew nothing about West Virginia
before they came are singing ‘(Take Me Home) Country
Roads’ like you’ve never heard before.”

A Service to the Nation

Learn more about the National Youth Science Foundation
at nysf.com

The NYS Camp has helped thousands of young people
shape meaningful science- and technology-based careers.
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